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Consider that every ray 
leaving the object carries 

some information about 
fine detail in the object 
Some of these rays 

– and some information –  
will be collected by the objective 

and some rays 
– and some information –  

will NOT be collected, 
and will be wasted 

Resolution will therefore depend 
on the  angular aperture 

of the objective - 
the larger the imaging 
aperture the higher the 

resolution 
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Mountant 
Slide 

72° 

67° 39° 

  NA  = 1 x sin 72° 
   = 1 x 0.95 

= 0.95    

  NA  = 1.515 x sin 67° 
   = 1.515 x 0.92 

           = 1.4             

Refraction makes  
angle α in air  

 
represent  

less-oblique rays 
at the specimen 

 
- which is where it 

really matters!  
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‘Milky glass’ 
block 

Objective lens 

Light passing down microscope  
from objective into glass block 
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   Same magnification 
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Half-aperture angle 

Refractive index 
 of medium 

Wavelength of 
imaging radiation 

Minimum 
resolved distance 

Inscription on Ernst Abbe’s memorial 

Numerical Aperture 

Minimum resolved distance is now commonly expressed as    
d = 0.61 λ / NA 

d 

λ 

α 

n 

Why is Numerical Aperture Important? 



d =  λ / 2 n. sin α

d =  λ / 2 NA
 
d = 0. 5 λ  / NA
 
d = 0. 61 λ  / NA
 



•  Resolution depends on NA 
 
•  Light transmission of objective 

  depends on NA2 
 
•  Depth of field of objective is (approximately) 

 inversely proportional to NA2 

Why is Numerical Aperture Important? 


